We apply the UV-filtering preconditioner, previously used to improve the Multi-Boson algorithm, to the Polynomial Hybrid Monte Carlo (UV-PHMC) algorithm. The performance test for the algorithm is given for the plaquette gauge action and the O(a)-improved Wilson action at β = 5.2, c sw = 2.02, M π /M ρ ∼ 0.8 and 0.7 on a 16 3 × 48 lattice. We find that the UV-filtering reduces the magnitude of the molecular dynamics force from the pseudo fermion by a factor 3 by tuning the UV-filter parameter. Combining with the multi-time scale molecular dynamics integrator we achieve a factor 2 improvement.
Introduction
Recent progress of lattice QCD simulations with dynamical flavors relies on the development of numerical algorithms and computational facilities. While the computational power has increased to a multi-Tera-flops level, we cannot yet simulate QCD at realistic quark masses. To overcome this status various numerical algorithms for dynamical lattice QCD have been proposed.
The standard algorithm to simulate dynamical lattice QCD is the Hybrid Monte Carlo (HMC) algorithm [1] . Hence most of recent improvements on the lattice QCD algorithm aim to speed up the HMC algorithm. There are two key technologies in the literature;
(1) Decouple UV and IR fermionic modes by preconditioning lattice Dirac operator, and modify the HMC Hamiltonian [2] .
(2) Use the Sexton-Weingarten molecular dynamics (MD) integrator with multi (fictitious) time scales [3] , in which the IR modes of pseudo-fermions are assigned to the coarser time scales and the UV modes to the finer time scales.
Various types of preconditioner have been proposed; the even/odd site preconditioner [4, 5, 6 ], Hasenbusch's heavy mass preconditioner [7, 8, 9 ], Lüscher's even/odd domain decomposition (SAP) preconditioner [10] , Polynomial preconditioner [11] , n-th root multiple pseudo-fermion trick [12] , etc. These preconditioners combined with the Sexton-Weingarten MD integrator achieve a remarkable (a factor two to ten ) speed up over the naive HMC algorithm. In this article we investigate the UV-filtering preconditioner [13] for the O(a)-improved WilsonDirac [14] fermions. The UV-filtering preconditioner [13] has been proposed for the Multi-Boson (MB) algorithm [15, 16] . With this preconditioner the number of external multi-boson fields can be significantly reduced, leading to a sizable speed up of the MB algorithm [13] . We apply this UV-filtering preconditioner to the Polynomial Hybrid Monte Carlo (PHMC) algorithm [2, 17] . In the next section we describe our UV-filtered Polynomial Hybrid Monte Carlo (UV-PHMC) algorithm. The numerical results are presented in Section 3, where we investigate the efficiency of the algorithm for the plaquette gluon action and the O(a)-improved Wilson quark action with β = 5.2, N f = 2, c sw = 2.02, M π /M ρ ∼ 0.8 and 0.7 on a 16 3 × 48 lattices.
Using the PACS-CS computer [18] the PACS-CS collaboration is planning to further promote the N f = 2 + 1 lattice QCD project that has been started by the CP-PACS/JLQCD joint collaboration [19] . The UV-filtered PHMC (UV-PHMC) algorithm will be applied to the single flavor part of the N f = 2 + 1 simulations. A status report of the PACS-CS collaboration is given in Ref. [20] .
Algorithm
To describe the UV-PHMC algorithm we start with the lattice QCD partition function with the O(a)-improved Wilson fermion in the symmetrically even/odd-site preconditioned form [6, 21] .
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The UV-filter
We introduce the UV-filter preconditioner P[U ] as
where 's' is a tunable parameter (UV-filter parameter). We can understand that this operator is a preconditioner by setting s = 1 as follows.
term and the preconditioned operator Q becomes 1 + O(κ 4 ) close to identity matrix [13] . Using this preconditioner one can rewrite the quark determinant as
where
Note that S uv is still a local action and vanishes when c sw = 0. For the unimproved Wilson fermion further preconditioning, which removes O(κ 4 ) term, has been investigated in the MB algorithm [13] . In our improved case O(κ 4 ) preconditioning results in a complicated (non ultralocal) action for S uv and we do not investigate the O(κ 4 ) preconditioner in this article. We employ Eq. (2.5) for the UV-filter.
Hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm with the UV-filter
By applying the polynomial approximation P N poly ∼ (Q[U ]) −1 , and introducing a pseudofermion φ and a fictitious momenta Π for gauge links, we obtain
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where s and c k are tuned to satisfy W ∼ 1. The choice of s and c k will be described in the next subsection. When s = 0 this action reduces to that for the normal PHMC algorithm. Eq. (2.13) applies to the N f = 2 case. For the N f = 1 case, we use the factorized polynomial instead of Eq. (2.13) as described in Ref. [21] . The actions S G , S clv , and S uv can be classified in the UV part, and S Q in the IR part. The effect of W is incorporated by the noisy-Metropolis test as having been used in the MB algorithm [16] and CP-PACS/JLQCD's previous studies [19] . We investigate the PHMC algorithm with Eq. (2.9). The flow of the algorithm is almost the same as that described in Ref. [21] except for the following minor changes.
• For the MD integrator we employ the Sexton-Weingarten MD integrator [3] with two timestep scales (UV and IR). The PUP-order integration scheme has been used in the literature.
In this study we test the following UPU-order integrator;
14) where δ τ 0 = τ/N 0 /N 1 , δ τ 1 = τ/N 1 , and τ is trajectory length. U (δ τ) integrates gauge links by δ τ, P X (δ τ) integrates gauge momenta by δ τ. The UV-modes are integrated by P UV and the IR-modes by P IR . N 0 and N 1 are the number of time-steps in each trajectory and N 0 should be an even number in this scheme.
• For the single flavor case we need to take the square root of the correction matrix W to do the noisy-Metropolis test. We tested a new algorithm of Ref. [22] for the matrix square root problem. The algorithm utilizes the Krylov-subspace method via the Arnoldi factorization. Since the use of the Krylov-subspace method does not significantly affect the whole efficiency of the UV-PHMC algorithm, we will skip the details of the matrix square root algorithm in this article.
• For the UV-filter we need to calculate the matrix exponential ofM ee . We tested the following three methods; (i) the Taylor expansion approximation method, (ii) the Padé approximation method (without multi-shift solver), (iii) the Krylov-subspace approximation method [23] . We employ the Taylor expansion approximation method (i) because of its simplicity and moderate efficiency. The truncation error of the Taylor approximation is controlled by monitoring the spectrum norm ofM ee .
Choice of polynomial coefficients
In order to minimize the cost of the algorithm, the UV-filter coefficient s and the polynomial coefficients c k should be chosen to satisfy the condition that W ∼ 1 with a small N poly . We investigated the following two coefficient schemes. 
This is nothing but the hopping matrix expansion.
(B) Adopted polynomial method [13] : This method minimizes the following function;
where η is a Gaussian random noise vector and c = (c 0 , c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c N poly ). This method has been used in the MB algorithm as described in Ref. [13] . The function minimization is carried out by a linear fitting for c with a fixed s followed by Newton's method for s. We take several thermalized gauge configurations for the fitting. with the Adopted polynomial method (B). We observed that the dynamic range of the coefficients spreads from O(10 −2 ) to O (10 13 ). This means that careful treatment of the numerical accuracy and stability is required to compute the polynomial P N poly within a finite precision arithmetic. Although we used double precision arithmetic and Clenshaw recurrence formula to construct the polynomial, we could not maintain good accuracy and stability for P N poly . In the rest of paper, therefore, we employ the Taylor expansion method (A) and Eq. (2.15) for the coefficients.
Numerical Results
We employ the plaquette Wilson gauge action for S G . Two quark masses are studied at β = 5.2 on a 16 3 × 48 lattice for N f = 2 and c sw = 2.02 (see Table 1 ). The simulations are denoted as H (heavy quark mass) and L (lighter quark mass). Table 2 and 3 present the simulation results for the norm of MD force for each sector and simulation statistics. The trajectory length τ is set to unity, and N 0 (N 1 ) is the number of time steps in for UV scale (IR scale) in a single trajectory. For comparison we tabulate the PHMC algorithm and the symmetrically even/odd-site preconditioned HMC (SHMC) in the tables. s = PHMC is equivalent to s = 0 of UV-PHMC. The definition of the force norm is
where L = 16, T = 48, and F µ (n) is the MD force to drive gauge link U µ (n). P HMC is the HMC Metropolis test acceptance rate, and P GMP the global noisy Metropolis test acceptance rate. We monitored the averaged number of matrix vector multiplication ofM ee to move forward the algorithm by one trajectory ("Mult/traj" in the tables).
Without UV-filtering the MD force from pseudo-fermion (gauge) action |F Q | (|F G |) is about 1.4 (4.5). The contribution from |F uv | and |F clv | is smaller than that from |F Q | and |F G |. We observe that |F Q | depends on the UV-filter parameter s and takes its minimum value at s = 1. The reduction of |F Q | from s = 0 to s = 1 is about a factor three for both (L) and (H) lattices. Exploring N 0 and N 1 
by keeping the HMC acceptance rate P HMC around 0.7, we get the computational cost reduction in Mult/traj by a factor two at s = 1 for both (L) and (H) lattices. Comparing the efficiency between the PUP-order and the UPU-order schemes at the (L) parameter, a small gain in the HMC acceptance is observed for the UPU-order scheme. Table 4 shows the result with N f = 1 + 1 simulation. The action contains two pseudo-fermions where one pseudo-fermion represents single flavor. The force norm |F Q | contains the force from both pseudo-fermions. As observed in Ref. [21] the HMC acceptance rate becomes better than that with the N f = 2 single pseudo-fermion simulation. The reason of the improvement using multiple pseudo-fermion is explained in Refs. [12, 24] .
Summary and outlook
In this work we have presented the effectiveness of the UV-filtering preconditioner to the Polynomial Hybrid Monte Carlo algorithm. The simulations have been carried out on lattices with moderate size and moderate quark masses. The UV-filtering preconditioner reduces the magnitude of MD force of the pseudo-fermion part and enables us to extend the MD time-step size of the pseudo-fermion. The gain in computational cost is a factor two on the lattices we have investigated. We have also tested the N f = 1 + 1 case to confirm the efficiency of the single flavor algorithm. The UV-filtering for the Wilson type fermions is applicable to the heavy mass preconditioner by Hasenbusch [7] and the polynomial filtering [11] and further speed up is expected. We are planning to apply the UV-filtered PHMC algorithm to the single flavor part of N f = 2 + 1 simulations.
The simulation has been carried out on Hitachi SR11000 at Information Media Center of Hi-
